
A Medieval Interlude — Knights using Tin-Can Phone Technology to 
speaketh unto each other during ye tourney or ye battle. ‘Sir Coverly, 
looketh to thy right — thy enemy doth bear down upon thee — mindeth 
thy halberd etc etc”.



                                   Medieval Interlude Continued 

Ye Youngest Intern



THIS WEE CHAP 
LOOKS AFTER 
SCHILLER, THE SELF-
HARMING SNOWMAN 

 There was no problem being king of two places. Throne hopping was easy. To 
get to his other kingdom, Jimmy’d ride his moped to the public statue, open the 
door in its granite plinth, wheel the moped through, lock the door against 
intruders, and off he’d set, through the copper lanes with the copper soldiers 
moulded in bas relief in the sky, with the copper sun slithering across their 
helmeted heads like a tangerine wadded with butter by a fruit taxidermist. The 
copper soldiers were always at each other’s ears, whispering their copper secrets, 
and James sometimes pinned stickers on their fronts on which he’d drawn rough 
sketches of medals or a military commendation, sometimes he’d gum price tags 
and tell them, ‘You and I know there can be no price put on valour, but, what the 
hell, here’s yoursel’ with a twenty pee RRP.’ The paper stickers had always 
disappeared when he came back, changed into the copper equivalent, like paper 
money exchanged for equivalent coins. James was aware that his mother had 
hidden in this copper place, he passed her nooks nestling a couple of sacks of 
dynamite and reels of fuse wire. His father, David Rizzio, the Italian secretary. was 
buried here. Someone had sealed his carcass under a splatter of lead-solder that 
they’d then spray painted to match the rest of the copper scenery.   
   



  Hi-impact, ceramic-bodied, interior cushioned ‘sleeping 
baby’ stroller designed to accommodate up to 7 frozen 
embryos. Available in hi-vis neon, haz-mat blue & algae-
bloom green.

Another elderly couple eking out their 
pension by allowing mobile phone masts 
to be built onto their walking frames.



 

Bog-Body Icing Bag, a bog body 
unearthed when the giant 
Shakespeare head pushed through 
the soil in the local recreational 
grounds. Unable to claim 
unemployment benefit, she trained 
as an artisanal sugar crafter — an 
Icing Bag. Now she loads royal 
icing through the slit in her neck 
and funnels it out through the 
natural nozzles created by her 
exposed toe bones.  Next issue we 
feature some of her best biscuit 
topper designs.

Saturday afternoon in the park. A Giant 
Shakespeare head suddenly breached the 
soil — like the opposite of a sink hole. His 
Elizabethan collar was loaded with 
waltzer cars. Unsuspecting families 
climbed into them and were then trapped 
for 5 hours whilst Shakespeare recited one 
of his history plays. The waltzers spun and 
bucketed remorselessly. It was terrible to 
witness.



                                  Forthcoming Attractions! 

Inside the next issue of The Adventures of the Frozen Embryos you will 
find all manner of delights. Below are some of what you can expect to 
find — the people, the events, the entities, the oddities. 

How to fit Sphinxes with 
Sports Bras: a step-by-
step guide, including a 
failsafe way of preventing 
the Sphinxes whipping off 
their bras and strangling 
you with them afterwards.



Time for the Children to be fed! 
Time for the Woman with the Toffee 
Apple Head! With tips for what to do with 
the core.



MEET THE MAP BATTALION 
SOLDIERS — NEXT ISSUE 
THEY’RE ABOUT TO MUCK-
UP THE SCENERY…



Next Issue — Jesus’s Apprentice 
flat-irons bedside heart monitor 
displays for crisp,  crumple-free 
flatlines. Top bants!


